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An xpert Share Her Top Tip For Renovating
Trick Space
Whether ou’re working with a small room or awkward angles, designer rooke Moorhead
has some ideas to help ou make the most of our home.
: ll Leavitt
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If her renovation of a famil’s triplex in Manhattan’s West Village neighorhood is an indication, interior designer
rooke Moorhead is something of an expert on renovating trick spaces.
“Prior to renovating, the space was dark, with a lot of wasted space,” sas Moorhead of the 5,000 square foot
residence. “I undertook to utilize all aspects of the space, including turning a hallwa into a kids’ unk area.”
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potential for transformation,” sas Moorhead), she was ale to turn a diml lit house with dated furniture into a right,
open home where ever design choice was intentionall made to make the most of the space.
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open home where ever design choice was intentionall made to make the most of the space.
We spoke with Moorhead to get her est tips on renovating and how to go aout tackling a trick decor project.
Let’s start at the eginning: what do ou recommend as the first step for anone looking to egin a renovation
project? Is there anthing specific homeowners should consider or prioritize?
Design first, uild second. I suggest that anone thinking aout a renovation get all of their ducks in a row long
efore construction egins. This means assemling our team – designer, contractor, and architect, if necessar and then working with the designer and architect to design everthing, down to the last doornail, efore anone
picks up a hammer. Imagine if ou were asked to give a faulous dinner part, ut the recipe was given to ou 15
minutes efore the guests arrived and ou still needed to go u ingredients? Things would get mess, to sa the
least!
Once decisions are made and the designs are put on paper, a contractor's id will e ased on a concrete plan and
will e much more accurate. The contractor will also e ale to uild faster, more accuratel and more cost-efficientl
if he has drawings in hand from the get-go, ecause he will not e waiting for decisions, and he won’t have to make
changes as he uilds.
What’s one thing ou wish people would keep in mind when undertaking a renovation?
There are three pillars of construction, what I like to call “the triangle," qualit, cost, and time. You can have two out
of three. You want a product to e amazing qualit and delivered fast? It’s going to cost ou. You want something
cheap and quick? Qualit will suffer. You want something amazingl eautiful and not too expensive? You ma find it
somewhere, ut ou will proal pa in the time it takes to get it. Decide what our priorities are and use that
knowledge to help ou develop realistic expectations.
Also, good work costs mone. While there are exceptions, in m experience ou get what ou pa for. Often, ou will
end up paing the same price or more to fix mistakes resulting from cut corners.
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In talking aout the West Village triplex, ou mentioned the importance of utilizing all aspects of the space in
clever was —such as turning a hallwa into a unk area— what were some other examples of this?
Designing for New Yorkers has made me somewhat of an expert on utilizing space to the fullest —I work with ever
client to do this, whether the have an 800 sq. ft. apartment or a 5,000 sq. ft. house. For this project, we converted
an unused wet ar in the living room into a to closet, which automaticall gained the famil additional storage space
and looks quite sleek with its flat panel doors and simple rass pulls. Additionall, there were three entrance
hallwas in the apartment which had previousl een serving as wastations for an ike, stroller, or ackpack that
didn’t have a home. We added a sort of cu/locker area in one of these areas for the children to put ackpacks,
shoes etc., and in another oddl shaped area we installed cainetr for sports equipment and coats. The foers
didn’t have a lot of space and were awkwardl shaped for installing cainetr, so we had to e creative in the
design.
What are our top tips for people renovating a small space?
Overall, m three top tips for people renovating a small space are:
1. e n“light”ened: I think lighting is one of the most important design aspects; even in a tight space, a well-lit small
room can feel calming and harmonious. Think aout anthing from the simple, like switching out our lightuls to
the more complex, like installing cove lighting.
2. one up on uilt in cainetr: This is asolutel essential for oth utilit and design for ig-cit living. If ou can
afford to do it custom, it’s a game changer, and if not, there are was to purchase storage pieces that can come
prett close to the shape of our room.
3. Color, color, color! Color or old details can e great in small spaces. People can e fearful of eing too old in a
small athroom, for example, ut when making that ig statement the room can go from eing small, awkward and
forgettale to eing small ut colorful and a real “wow”. Wh not tr stripes in a reakfast area to define the space,
for example, or a fun wallpaper in a tin edroom?
An other general guidelines people working with small spaces should stick to?
In a word: PURG, so ou can put everthing else awa! Clean lines, simplicit and modern living are the words of
the season, so emrace them. If there are ooks, tos, travel memorailia, etc. in our life that have no home,
designing cainetr to fit our space is usuall the wa to go, as it can provide a maximized amount of storage
tailored to our exact laout.
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Are there an mths aout small space decor ou want to dispel?
igger isn’t etter! While large apartments and houses can e glamorous, in the context of renovating, smaller can
actuall get ou more. The more square footage ou have, the more a renovation will cost. With a smaller home, ou
will have more flexiilit to choose nicer finishes and furnishings, since ou don’t need to purchase so much and so
man of them.
In terms of decorating, our small space can still e faulous and have a ton of personalit – no need to tone down
our stle, it just needs to e edited carefull. Often the est small spaces are the oldest ones – a right colored
sofa or an amazing floral wallpaper can e dramatic and look amazing.
Also, people can ecome osessed with having “openness” in a small space. ut creating vignettes, unique seating
areas, and utilizing the space ou have won’t make it feel more closed-in; quite the opposite. Strangel, an apartment
alwas looks smaller when there’s no furniture in it! There’s often more room than ou think, as long as ou size the
furniture accordingl.
What is the iggest mistake someone can make when decorating a smaller space?
Getting the scale wrong. It’s vital for the space to feel intentional: a sofa or chair that is too ig (or even too small!)
immediatel makes the whole place feel off. Also, proportion in a small space is essential – meaning ou must have
different sized ojects that can relate to each other. Larger pieces, like sofas and coffee tales, need medium and
smaller sized pieces, like lamps, side tales, and well-placed accessories, to make the room look alanced.
What aout people working with awkwardl-shaped rooms —an tips for making the most of the space the
have?
You can take one of two roads: emrace the space or conceal the awkwardness.
We “emraced” an awkward laout in a Trieca Loft renovation (full disclosure: this was m own apartment!). The
space had three ig columns running down the center of the space, so I decided to leverage the divides that these
HOME SHOULD MAKE
columns automaticall created, allowing them to dictate the space  dividing it into different “rooms.” The result
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makes the whole living space multi-functional, perfect for entertaining or finding our own space to work or relax.
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there was a ig open space underneath that went ack a few feet. We designed the drawers of the cainetr to e
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there was a ig open space underneath that went ack a few feet. We designed the drawers of the cainetr to e
extra deep – the are not as shallow as the look, ut recede aout two feet further ehind the ack wall. It is a
great storage space now, and the drawers conceal the weird architectural detail.
Anthing else ou want people to know efore the head into a renovation?
The more a client knows what the want, the easier it is for a designer to give it to them. M advice is to read as
man shelter magazines and wesites as ou can to get a sense of what our personal stle is. One of m favorite
parts of the design process is collaorating with a client —it’s an incredil creative process and I alwas get more
ideas when m clients have opinions. eing ale to point out things ou like and dislike shapes the design into
something unique and interesting that is ver trul ours.
Related reading:
A udget Renovation in lack and White
7 Things to Know efore Renovating A Home
How to Create a Dream Garden in a Small Space
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Elly L — that suitcase trick is genius thanks for the tip!
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